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Cancun & the Yucatan For DummiesFor Dummies, 2007

	The spectacular coastline of Mexico’s Yucatán peninsula is a diverse playground where you can bask on pristine beaches, explore ancient ruins, play golf or tennis, go biking, snorkeling or scuba diving, do serious shopping, or escape to a secluded lagoon. With info on Cancun, Isla Mujeres, Cozumel, Playa del Carmen and the...
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Bull's Sports Injuries Handbook, 2/eMcGraw-Hill, 2004

	Sports medicine is a passion and hobby that increases my effectiveness as a primary care physician. The spirit of the George Sheehan essay entitled, Ð²Ð‚ÑšEvery patient is an athleteÐ²Ð‚Ñœ is the foundation of my approach to patients. The first edition of Bull's Handbook of Sports...
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The BMW 5 Series and X5: A History of Production Cars and Tuner Specials, 1972-2008McFarland, 2009

	In the late 1960s racer and businessman Gordon Spice familiarized himself with the Nürburgring using a rented BMW 2002. He went through a couple of sets of tires and three sets of brake pads during the exercise and covered the cost of such consumables by charging folks to ride with him! The rental company was somewhat puzzled by the fact...
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Pro ASP.NET MVC 4Apress, 2012

	The ASP.NET MVC 4 Framework is the latest evolution of Microsoft’s ASP.NET web platform. It provides a high-productivity programming model that promotes cleaner code architecture, test-driven development, and powerful extensibility, combined with all the benefits of ASP.NET.


	ASP.NET MVC 4 contains a number of significant...
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Imaging of Orthopedic Sports Injuries (Medical Radiology)Springer, 2006

	This volume provides an updated review of imaging abnormalities in orthopedic sports injuries. The first part of the book contains background information on relevant basic science and general imaging principles in sports traumatology. The second part comprises a topographic discussion of sports injuries. Each chapter highlights the merits of...
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Automated Scheduling and Planning: From Theory to Practice (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2013

	Solving scheduling problems has long presented a challenge for computer scientists and operations researchers. The field continues to expand as researchers and practitioners examine ever more challenging problems and develop automated methods capable of solving them. This book provides 11 case studies in automated scheduling, submitted by...
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Digital Photography Pocket Guide, Third Edition (O'Reilly Digital Studio)O'Reilly, 2005
Even film diehards have a tough time resisting the instant  gratification of the digital camera. Today's digital cameras are more affordable  then ever before, and they deliver high quality images that are a snap to share.  Plus, you can take risks with a digital camera you never would with a film  camera. You waste nothing;...
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Business Applications and Computational IntelligenceIdea Group Publishing, 2006
Computational intelligence has a long history of applications to business - expert systems have been used for decision support in management, neural networks and fuzzy logic have been used in process control, a variety of techniques have been used in forecasting, and data mining has become a core component of customer relationship management in...
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Mathematical Aspects Of Quantum Computing 2007 (Kinki University Series on Quantum Computing)World Scientific Publishing, 2008
This volume contains lecture notes and poster contributions presented at the summer school “Mathematical Aspects of Quantum Computing”, held from 27 to 29 August, 2007 at Kinki University in Osaka, Japan. The aims of this summer school were to exchange and share ideas among researchers working in various fields of quantum computing...
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Horseback Riding For Dummies (Sports & Hobbies)For Dummies, 2007
You’ve always dreamed of riding horses. So what are you waiting for? It’s time you realized your equestrian dreams and learned to ride like a pro on the back of a noble steed. And Horseback Riding for Dummies shows you how.
    Don’t know a horse’s head from its tail, a trot from a canter, withers from a...
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Time Mastery: How Temporal Intelligence Will Make You A Stronger, More Effective LeaderAMACOM, 2005
"To be most effective, leaders must move beyond time management to time mastery. Time managers are reliant on clocks and calendars; time masters develop an intuitive sense of timing. Time managers see time as a fixed, rigid constant; time masters view it as relative and malleable. Time masters have what John Clemens and Scott Dalrymple call...
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Frommer's Maui 2010 (Frommer's Complete)Frommers, 2009
America's #1 bestselling travel series

Written by more than 175 outspoken travelers around the globe, Frommer’s Complete Guides help travelers experience places the way locals do.

• More annually updated guides than any other series

• 16-page color section and foldout map in all annual guides
...
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